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	Page 1: Is your coffee table stacked high with gardening magazines?  Are seed catalogs tucked in the corner?  Do you keep thinking that one of these days you’ll pour through them and get organized for spring?  Well today’s article hopes to give you a little push.  The weather is pretty grey, your garden is probably drab, and if you act now, you’d be on top of the world in spring.  So let’s get to it.  The bright illustrations of flowers and vegetables should send you into dreams of new life in the garden.  Gardens are a healthy, smart choice for anybody’s New Year resolutions and gardening with seeds is even smarter.  Seeds are one of nature’s wonders which can be enjoyed by anyone.  They are small, inexpensive, and just require a little potting mix, light, water, and a pinch of effort to produce new life.Compacted within a little seed is the blueprint for a complex plant.  Little violets and mighty Sequoia trees all spring from seeds.  Mature plants produce a great abundance of seeds to continue their presence on earth.  Cross pollination, whether by nature or by our hands, produce new hybrids, continuously creating an ever-changing landscape.Propagating plants from seed is an economical way to produce mass plantings and allows more variety than just taking whatever seedlings the nursery stocks.  Every year I try a new variety of tomato and some different flowers.  Some work out; some don’t, but I have found some real gems and oddball plants this way, and that makes my gardening season much more fun and interesting.In the Central Valley we need to place our seed orders in January so our seedling plants are ready to transplant before it gets too hot.  I tell the catalog companies “no backorders” for me.  Nothing discourages a new seedling more than a hot dry spell in the spring.  Actually many seeds such as hollyhock, sweet pea and lavender are best directly planted in the ground in the fall here.  But for most early spring will do.If you’ve never ordered seeds from catalogs before, then go easy and shop locally.  There have been significant improvements in varieties and displays in garden centers and nurseries.A little planning can mean the difference between a massive project which wears out the gardener and a set of new plants which just fit the space and conditions.  Answers to a number of questions can help shape the seed project to the gardener’s advantage.
	Page 2: Annuals or perennials?  Annuals are quicker, generally easier to grow and often produce more flowers; perennials, once established, are less work and provide lasting enjoyment. Sun or shade?  Dry or wet conditions?  Heat or cold requirements?  Our gardening region and water availability are crucial factors.  Seed catalogs are pretty good about giving the sun/shade requirements and growing zones, but often not so helpful about water requirements.  Gardening books such as Sunset’s Western Garden are quite specific about plant variety needs.Mass plantings or single specimens?  Starting from seed is often the best strategy for a large number of a particular plant or for a variety not offered in local nurseries.  If you are looking for a few of a commonly grown variety, seedlings from local sources is best.  Also don’t be timid about asking a nursery if they can order something special for you.  It is usually at no extra cost.When to plant?  Catalogs and seed packets usually recommend direct planting or starting seed indoors (or both).  Direct planting is easier, but often not as reliable as starting seed indoors.  If planting indoors, start seeds 6 to 8 weeks before the last frost.With seed packets in hand, check for planting depth.  Many seeds are planted the depth of the seed or deeper, but some, such as foxglove, need light for germination and are only pushed gently on top of the soil. Purchase a bag of potting soil for easy germination.  Seeds for mass planting should be started in trays and later transplanted to individual containers.  When only a few specimens are needed and the seeds are large and easily handled, such as tomatoes, one or two seeds can be placed in little pots or planting cubes.Moisten the planting medium, cover the trays with clear plastic, place in a warm, sunny area and wait for the seedlings to emerge.  Remove the plastic after the seedling come up to avoid mold problems.  As the weather warms, hardening off the seedlings in a protected area outdoors helps to ensure their health.When planting outdoors, be sure the new plants have enough water to get a good start and keep weeds out of the area to preserve the nutrients and moisture for the seedlings.  Dilute fertilizer is helpful after the new plants are established.Enjoy your new plantings and remember that winter and spring are not the only seasons to enjoy a seed hobby.  In late summer and fall I collect seeds from my garden and those of friends and neighbors.  I pick up seeds on my walks from sidewalks and parks.  Some parks, such as the Mill Creek Trails in Visalia, encourage seed collection to spread native plants more widely.  Seed exchanges are available on the WEB.  Sometimes plants from collected seeds may not be true to the original because of hybridization but many plants are delightful (and free) surprises!
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